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Watershed Management Commission
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
3235 Fernbrook Lane ● Plymouth, MN 55447
PH: 763.553.1144 ● email: judie@jass.biz
www.elmcreekwatershed.org

October 5, 2022

Members
Technical Advisory Committee
Elm Creek Watershed Management
Commission Hennepin County, MN

The meeting packet may be found on the Commission’s
website: http://elmcreekwatershed.org/minutes--meetingpackets.html

Dear Members:
A meeting of the Technical Advisory Committee of the Elm Creek Watershed Management
Commission will be held on Wednesday, October 12, 2022, at 10:30 a.m. in the Aspen Room at
Plymouth Community Center, 14800 34th Avenue North, Plymouth, MN.
Sincerely.

Judie A. Anderson
Administrator
JAA:tim
Encls:
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AGENDA
Technical Advisory Committee
October 12, 2022 | 10:30 a.m.

1.

Call to Order.
a.

Approve agenda.*

b.

Approve Minutes of May 18, 2022, meeting.* Because the sign-in sheet has gone
missing, please confirm that your attendance is noted correctly.

2.

Potential boundary changes.

3.

Priority assessments for the “left over” of WBIF funds.

4.

16630/16750 Dayton Road Cost Share Project.

5.

Chloride.
a.
Road Salt Symposium report.
b.
Chloride management plans for project reviews.
c.
HCCI Low Salt campaign.

6.

PRAP response.

7.

Letter of support for a full time permanent rural conservationist.

8.

Other Business.

9.

Next TAC meeting – _________________.

10..

Adjournment.

ZZ:\Elm Creek\TAC\2022\October 12, 2022 agenda .docx

*in meeting packet
**available at meeting
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Technical Advisory Committee Meeting
Minutes – May 18 2022
I.
A virtual meeting of the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) of the Elm Creek Watershed
Management Commission was convened at 9:32 a.m., Wednesday, May 18, 2022.
In attendance: Heather Nelson, Champlin; Nico Cantarero, Stantec, Dayton; Derek Asche, Maple
Grove; Matt Danzl, Hakanson-Anderson, Medina; Ben Scharenbroich, Plymouth; Andrew Simmons,
Rogers; Diane Spector and Erik Megow, Stantec; James Kujawa, Surface Water Solutions; Rebecca
Carlson, Resilience Resources; Kris Guentzel and Kevin Ellis, Hennepin County Dept. of Environment and
Energy (HCEE); Brian Vlach, Three Rivers Park District; and Judie Anderson, JASS.
Not represented: Corcoran.
Also in attendance: Ken Guenthner, Corcoran; and Doug Baines, Dayton.
II.
Motion by Scharenbroich, second by Cantarero to approve the revised agenda.* Motion carried
unanimously.
III.
Motion by Scharenbroich, second by Nelson to approve the minutes* of the April 13, 2022,
meeting. Motion carried unanimously.
IV.

HUC 8 Watershed Floodplain Modeling and Mapping Project.*

A.
The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MNDNR) is partnering with the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to update the base flood elevation across the watershed for a future
Flood Insurance Study (FIS). Member cities of the Elm Creek Commission have noted significant differences
between the flood elevations in the 2016 FIS and the preliminary Elm Creek Floodplain Modeling and Mapping
HUC-8 Study (HUC-8 Study). In some locations, the HUC-8 results show a base flood (“100-year” or 1%-annualexceedance probability) elevation that is up to 8’ higher than the reported 2016 FIS elevations. Based on historic
flooding reports and historic knowledge in the watershed, these results are outside of expected flooding
conditions.
The base flood elevation published in the FIS sets the floodplain inundation extents and is
particularly important as there are local, state, and federal regulations governing development. For example,
existing single-family homes with a federally backed mortgage (approximately 95% of all mortgages) are
required to buy subsidized flood insurance that may cost between a few hundred to tens of thousands of dollars
per year. The floodplain also substantially increases costs for new construction due to the increased cost
associated with bringing in fill (i.e., raising ground level) to reduce flood risk.
The purpose of Staff’s May 10, 2022, memorandum is to summarize the work completed to
revise and update the HUC-8 Study based on the findings of the Third-Party Review (Stantec, January 2022)
through the Tasks outlined in Stantec’s Response to Request for Proposal for Revisions to HUC-8 Model (March
2022). The following sections provide an overview of the revisions made to the hydrologic (HEC-HMS) and
hydraulic (HEC-RAS) models, along with a discussion of the calibration analysis.
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B.
Stantec updated the HEC-HMS (US Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center –
Hydrologic Modeling System) model (received from the DNR January 24, 2022) to provide better estimates of
peak streamflows for input into the hydraulic (HEC-RAS) model. After the updates were completed, the model
was assessed through the same calibration methodology, and for the same calibration events, that were
included in “Elm Creek Narrative and QAQC Documentation” (Barr Engineering 2021.) Three major updates were
made to the HEC-HMS model to improve hydrology and estimate new streamflows:
1.
The model was updated from HEC-HMS Version 4.3 to Version 4.7, the latest version.
2.
Natural storage and cross-sections were updated to replace areas where a
Muskingham-Cunge shortened simplified trapezoidal bank-width cross section was modeled.
3.
Watershed areas and hydrologic connections between the watersheds and reach
segments were updated and a methodology was produced to input the calculated flows into the HEC-RAS
Model.
The following sections provide an overview of these updates. Appendices A and B provide
additional details.
The original HEC-HMS model was transitioned from Version 4.3 to Version 4.7 for storage, crosssection, and routing updates. Using Version 4.7 made it possible to easily integrate the required updates, but
this update required defining an Index Method (Celerity). According to the HEC-HMS User’s Manual, the Index
Method (Celerity) is used in conjunction with the physical properties of the channel to discretize the routing
reach in both space and time. A celerity, or reference flow, equal to 5 ft/s was assumed uniformly across the
model as recommended by the HEC-HMS User’s Manual. Assuming a celerity of 5 ft/s, no negligible change in
the 100-year flows was seen between the runs in Version 4.3 and 4.7.
The 55 sub-basins highlighted in the Third-Party Review were examined to determine whether
storage or updated cross-section definitions would be beneficial to updating flow calculations. Storage
considerations included depressions in the Digital Elevation Model (DEM), imagery, and how/if the storage could
then be accounted for in the HMS routing. Storage was calculated by first creating polygons around the
depression areas seen in imagery and LiDAR. These polygons were then used along with the DEM to create
storage capacity curves (elevation-area). The calculated curves were then applied to an existing or added
associated reservoir. Added reservoirs were assumed to have outlets estimated by measuring culvert or bridge
openings and inlet and outlet elevations. Rise was calculated using engineering judgement based on the size of
the structure to subtract 2.5-4 feet from the differential of the structure deck and inlet elevations.
Cross-section updates were made by pulling terrain data for the whole cross section in HEC-RAS
and then filtering them to 8 point cross sections. The left and right Manning’s coefficient settings were applied
by reviewing common overbank channel along the reach. Overall, 47 sub-basins were updated by adding natural
storage areas or updating storage reservoir curves within 37 sub-basin and updating cross-section within the
other 10 sub-basins. A summary of the updates is included as Appendix A of the memo.
With the added natural storages and updated cross-sections, junctions were added as needed
to properly join and route flows within the model. For example, if more than one component (i.e., reach, basin,
reservoir, etc.) were joining together and Staff deemed a potential need to collect flows in that location, a
junction was added. Junction components do not contribute to the program calculations. They serve a dual
purpose of more accurately modeling the routing of the watershed and making it easier to import flows into
HEC-RAS.
C.
The subbasin (watershed) areas were calculated in GIS and compared to the drainage areas
represented in the HMS model. Eight subbasins had areas that differed by greater than 2% and were updated.
These basins were DC1, DC4, DC5, EC11, EC12, EC17, and EC8. Every attempt was made to mimic the methodCHAMPLIN - CORCORAN - DAYTON - MAPLE GROVE - MEDINA - PLYMOUTH - ROGERS
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ology used previously to route flows from the HMS results to the HEC-RAS cross-sections. The routing method
used in the January 24, 2022 HEC-HMS Model, was not replicable and had inconsistencies on where the flows
were applied. Without further sub-delineations, Stantec was required to compute ratios for some reaches based
on the percentage of drainage area and reach length routed within each sub-basin. A spreadsheet was used to
calculate the routed flows and an example (for the 100-year flows) of the methodology used is shown in
Appendix B.
D.
Following the HEC-HMS updates, the model was assessed through the same calibration
methodology, and for the same calibration events, that were included in “Elm Creek Narrative and QAQC
Documentation.” The updated model was evaluated using the historical flow record at the gage co-operated
with the USGS on Elm Creek in Elm Creek Park Preserve, and two Three Rivers Park District-operated flow
monitoring gages ECER (Elm Creek at Elm Road near the Plymouth-Maple Grove municipal border), and RT
(Rush Creek at Territorial Road). The precipitation events that were used to assess the calibration of the
updated model are:
1.
June 23 – July 5, 2003 (rainfall). Data for RT was not available before 2006.
2.
September 22 – October 1, 2016 (rainfall)
3.
March 6 – April 3, 2010 (snowmelt). Data for RT and ECER was not available for winter
months
4.
March 18 – March 28, 2011 (snowmelt). Data for RT and ECER was not available for
winter months.
As outlined in “Elm Creek Narrative and QAQC Documentation,” the calibration targets for the
June 2003 and September 2016 rainfall events were to achieve a Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) index of 0.6,
which is a measure of model fit compared to observed data. With an NSE of 0.6, a model is deemed satisfactorily
accurate and with an index >0.75, the model is considered excellent. A summary of the calibration results is as
follows:
1.
For Figures 1, 2, and 5 the calculated NSE Index was > 0.8 showing that our updated
HEC-HMS model matched these storm events very well.
2.
For Figure 3, Staff did not have enough data points to calculate an NSE Index, but the
modeled peak flow (159 cfs) was within 12.5% of the observed flow (181.5 cfs).
3.
For the September 16 RT comparison (Figure 4), the HEC-HMS modeled flows were
higher than the observed. After a conversation with Brian Vlach at Three Rivers Park District, it was determined
that the rating curve at this location was not accurate for high flows (56.7 cfs, or water levels above 3.13 ft).
4.
For the snowmelt events, the modeled (HMS) peak flows continue to occur close to the
measured peak flow for both events, so no further lag time adjustments were made.
Based on the acceptable NSE Indexes (> 0.75) and the accurate timing of the peak flows,
no further changes were made to curve numbers or lag times of the HEC-HMS Model. After calibration, flows
for the 10%, 2%, 1%, and 0.2% rain events were calculated in the HEC-HMS model and imported into the HECRAS model to calculate elevations and hydraulics for the floodplain mapping task.
E.
Stantec updated hydraulic connections and downstream boundary conditions within the HECRAS model to calculate better estimates of peak water surface elevations. Three groups of updates were made
to the HEC-RAS Model: Hydraulic crossings (bridges, culverts, weirs, and dams), Stream alignments, and
Downstream boundary conditions. Following is an overview of these updates, Appendix C provides additional
details.
1.
Fifty-three (53) hydraulic crossings, including the Elm Creek Dam, were updated in the
HEC-RAS model based on construction drawings, surveys, photos, and as-built information. These 53 structures
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were highlighted in the Third-Party Review. The updates included upstream/downstream inverts, road overflow
elevation, pipe size, pipe material, and ground elevation (based on LiDAR). The details and any assumptions for
these updates are listed in Appendix .C
2.

Two major stream alignments were updated in the HEC-RAS Model, as follows:

a.
County Ditch 16 east of Brockton Lane (County Road 101). The alignment of
County Ditch 16 was updated to match the record plans from Maple Grove. The ditch is routed through a series
of storm sewer pipes beneath Vagabond Lane and Bass Lake Road. The outlet is on the north side of Bass Lake
Road where the ditch line then continues north. The storm sewer was modeled as a culvert without any bends
for simplicity. The upstream invert elevation is where the ditch enters the storm sewer, and the downstream
invert is where it leaves the storm sewer.
b.
Unnamed Tributary to Elm Creek (HEC-RAS Reach ElmCreek_BR4) just
southeast of the intersection of Hackamore Road (CR 47) and Brockton Lane (CR 101) in Plymouth. The modeled
stream alignment appeared to show a temporary construction alignment of the creek. The alignment was
updated to follow the permanent alignment of the watercourse, per record drawings from the City of Plymouth.
The watercourse is routed through a culvert crossing CR 47, and then through a storm sewer pipe, modeled as
a culvert, under a new residential development. The storm sewer outlets to a wetland where the watercourse
realigns with the natural flow path of the stream.
F.
As directed by the MNDNR, the downstream boundary conditions were modeled using a
‘normal depth’ in HEC-RAS. Each of the normal depth boundary conditions were reviewed and the
upstream/downstream slopes were changed when necessary. In addition, the most downstream cross section
of each tributary and the nearest downstream cross-section of the main stem were reviewed to confirm that
the tributary cross-section had a lower water surface elevation than the main stem cross-section. By verifying
each tributary had a lower water surface elevation than the main stem, an appropriate tie-in could be made.
The elevations along each flooding source could be evaluated independently and the water surface elevation at
the confluences would be dictated by the main flooding source elevations.
G.
After the hydrologic (HEC-HMS) and hydraulic (HEC-RAS) models were updated, the updated
fows for the 10%, 2%, 1%, 0.2%-annual-exceedance-events were exported from the hydrologic model (HECHMS)
and imported into the HEC-RAS Model. Results from the 1% and 0.2%-annual-exceedance-events are shown in
Appendix D of Staff’s memo, along with a comparison to the effective 2016 FIS flood elevations at road crossings,
lettered FEMA cross sections, and other pertinent locations across the watershed. In addition to the updated
models and results, floodplain inundation maps were created at a scale of 1:10,000 for Elm Creek, Diamond
Creek, North Fork Rush Creek, and South Fork Rush Creek. The HECRAS Mapper routine was used to
automatically generate output and create maps. The maps were then reviewed to correct any issues the initial
mapping had at bridge and culvert crossing, sharp turns in the watercourse, and other common automated
mapping output issues to display accurate maps. During the mapping iterations, updates needed to be made to
the HEC-RAS model. The inundation maps are shown in Appendix E. Appendix F provides a summary of the HECRAS model updates that were required for mapping.
H.

Discussion.

Reach out to Corcoran to get feedback, especially at border with Pioneer-Sarah Creek
watershed.
Make sure numbers in Appendix D and maps correspond in Champlin.
Add Maple Grove 17-24-25 (Maple Creek).
Check cross-section at Peony in Dayton 225-48-58-46 Troy Lane, Trojan Trail.
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V.

The next Technical Advisory Committee meeting is tentatively scheduled for June 8, 2022.

VI.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:02 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Judie A. Anderson
Recording Secretary
JAA:tim
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Memo
To:

Elm Creek TAC

From:

Erik Megow, PE
Diane Spector

Date:

October 4, 2022

Subject:

October TAC Agenda Items

Recommended TAC
Action

Discuss and provide direction to staff.

The following are issues that have come up for the TAC to discuss. With the Chair’s direction, we suggest
attacking them in this order and when time runs out tabling the balance to a future meeting.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Shingle Creek/West Mississippi Boundary Revision
Process to Select WBIF “Priority Assessments”
16630/16750 Dayton Rd Cost Share Project
Chloride
a. Road Salt Symposium Report
b. Chloride Management Plans for Project Reviews
c. HCCI Low Salt No Salt campaign
5. PRAP Response
6. Support for Full Time Permanent Rural Conservationist

Shingle Creek/West Mississippi Boundary Revision
As we discussed briefly at the September meeting, the Commission has been notified by the Shingle
Creek and West Mississippi WMOs (SCWM) that they are in the process of updating their hydrologic and
legal boundaries and are requesting review and concurrence from the adjoining WMOs, including Elm
Creek. The original legal boundary was established in the early 1980s using the best information
available at that time, which included basic H & H modeling and USGS 10-foot topographic mapping.
Since that time finer resolution topography is now available, as is more refined H & H modeling and storm
sewer/drainage network information to establish the hydrologic boundaries more accurately. There are
many locations where the newer hydro boundary does not match the original hydro boundary. West
Mississippi never established a hydro boundary; the legal boundary just followed the Elm boundary. In
addition, the legal boundaries were drawn to parcel boundaries, and many of the larger agricultural
parcels have since subdivided, leaving many parcels on the edges of the watersheds in the wrong
watershed.
Some of the reasons it is desirable to have legal boundaries that match hydro boundaries as closely as
possible include:
1. The annual operating budget is funded primarily from city assessments, and each individual city’s
share of those assessments is based on its share of the taxable market value of property in the
watershed. Hennepin County computes these numbers by adding up the taxable market value of
every parcel within each city in the watershed, so assigning each parcel to its proper watershed
makes for a fairer division of assessments between cities.
1
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2. Each of the affected watersheds annually certify capital project levies, which are spread as a
special district tax over all the property in the watershed. Assigning each parcel to its proper
watershed helps to assure that property owner is being taxed for the projects in the watershed to
which it drains, not for an adjacent WMO’s projects.
The SCWM engineer has used the recent HUC 8 study and other H & H modeling as well as storm sewer
network and project review plans to propose a revised new hydro boundary. The cities in Elm Creek that
are also in SCWM have already been working with the SCWM engineer to ground-truth the boundaries.
The new proposed legal boundary conforms closely to the hydro boundary. However, the engineer
developed certain rules to guide how that boundary is drawn to smooth the lines, follow parcel and right of
way boundaries, and handle various oddball situations, so that there will be some differences between
the proposed hydro and legal boundaries.
The draft boundaries can be viewed here: SCWM Legal Boundary Review - PUBLIC (arcgis.com)
The SCWM Commissions have asked Elm Creek to review the proposed boundaries and issue a formal
resolution of concurrence by November 30, 2022. It is our recommendation that the cities that abut
SCWM review and finalize those proposed boundaries so that the Commission can review and
consider such a resolution at the November 10, 2022 meeting.

WBIF Priority Assessments
During the WBIF process there was $92,274 in remaining funds that was designated for “priority
assessments.” To date, only two assessments were proposed by cities: Corcoran proposed completing
the South Fork Rush Creek SWA similar to the previous Rush Creek Headwaters SWA and Dayton
proposed further investigating the feasibility of a natural channel restoration of the Diamond Lake outlet
channel to Diamond Creek. The estimated cost of the SWA just based on the cost of the Headwaters
SWA is $65,000; there was no estimate of cost prepared for the channel restoration feasibility study. No
other assessments were advanced by cities.
If the TAC and Commission elect to go forward with the South Fork SWA, the grant would fund $59.090
of the project, leaving a balance $33,184 to be allocated. The Diamond Creek SWA included a high-level
estimate of cost for construction of the project ($400,000 excluding land) based on a conceptual design,
but more detailed survey and design work has not been completed. The $33,184 is likely more than what
would be required.
South Fork Rush Creek SWA:
Grant = $65,000 / 1.1 = $59,090 (rounded) Match = $65,000 - $59,090 = $5,910
ECWMC (75%)
LGU (25%)
Corcoran 2/3
Medina/MG 1/3

$4,432
$1,478
$990
$488

Some questions for consideration:
1. Do you feel comfortable recommending going forward at this time with the South Fork SWA?
2. Do you wish to pursue the proposed Diamond Lake outlet channel study?
3. Do you want to add a stream condition assessment component to the South Fork SWA?
4. Are there any other assessments such as stream assessments, lake internal load or rough fish
studies that you want to explore?
5. How do you want to proceed?
2
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Diamond
Lake

Current alignment Diamond Lake Outlet Channel

1957 alignment
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16630/16750 Dayton River Road
In early September representatives from the watershed, county, and the city of Dayton met with two
property owners on Dayton River Road, where the county will be doing roadwork, replacing several
culverts and stabilizing ravines in 2023. Runoff from an area south of the road across from their houses is
conveyed to the north side by a culvert under the roadway. The county plans on widening the road,
replacing the culvert and extending and adding pipe. The two property owners’ concern is the existing
channel degradation on the intermittently flowing pipe and the expectation that it may get worse as
development across the from their properties increases runoff to the culvert.
It is our conclusion that the culvert extension itself likely will not increase flow, but it will direct it into the
opposite bank and increase the efficiency of flow. There are several feet of fall to the River, so with future
increased flow continued head cutting will occur, increasing erosion and sedimentation to the River.
Hennepin County does not intend to include stabilization of this private channel in its project but would be
willing to contribute financially to the cost of stabilizing this channel, which by quick estimate would be
about $50,000. The City of Dayton has agreed to take the lead on this project and would like to request
cost share funds from the Commission. The City would like to have its engineering consultant, which is
Stantec, prepare a design and cost estimate to submit to the Commission and County for cost share.
The purpose of discussing this today is to avoid conflicts of interest up front and request the approval of
the TAC and Commission to complete this work. Since Erik Megow will likely be working with City
Engineer Jason Quisberg on this project, we would ask Jim Kujawa or Rebecca Carlson to review the
work and cost share application and make a recommendation to the Commission.

Chloride
Commissioner Cesnik attended the 2022 Salt Symposium and found the presentations informative. Many
of those presentations were high-level research or policy or were specifically oriented toward cities and
counties and other road maintenance operators. She may have thoughts to share with the
Commissioners about what she learned.
There are other chloride-related topics that have come up recently that the TAC could explore or discuss
further, whether at the October 12 meeting or a future date.
1. For some of the recent project reviews the Commissioners have asked that a provision be added
recommending the developer or some other party consider developing a salt management plan to
reduce potential chloride impacts. There are some WMOs in the Metro that do require this with
their stormwater permits, with mixed success. In addition, the Hennepin County Chloride Initiative
(HCCI) has developed voluntary salt management plan templates that are available for use by
WMOs, cities, private parties, etc. The Commission has not yet reviewed those templates or
discussed how they might be used.
2. The HCCI is just finishing up developing its marketing campaign Low Salt No Salt Minnesota.
Aside from the logo and tag, there are short videos and other marketing materials. The intent was
to first target HOAs and faith-based groups, but this is information that is more broadly applicable.
As that campaign moves to implementation, the TAC and Commissioners can discuss future
roles and responsibilities.

PRAP Response
Several months back a small group of TAC representatives met to discuss the comments that were in the
BWSR PRAP performance review.
4
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1. Develop clear prioritized, targeted, and measurable actions for future watershed management
plan
2. Complete an internal analysis of the Commission’s Capital Improvement Program
3. Conduct a review of the Commission’s regulatory program requirements and standards
4. Assess and develop a coordinated communication and outreach strategy for engaging individual
landowners
The small group recommended documenting the status and processes for comments 2 and 4, then
focused on comment 1, mainly as to the Third Gen Plan’s water quantity goals. The concern was that as
the Commission sets the stage for development of the Fourth Gen Plan in 2024, we need to develop
some way to measure and document progress towards goals A1 and A3. Goals A2 and A4 are perhaps
over ambitious and are proving difficult to achieve given the soils in the watershed. Some thought should
be given to recrafting those goals or developing some other metrics. This is not a time-sensitive activity
and could be completed in 2023 as you start thinking about the Fourth Gen Plan.
A.1.
A.2.
A.3.
A.4

Maintain the post-development 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year peak rate of runoff at predevelopment level for the critical duration precipitation event.
Maintain the post-development annual runoff volume at pre-development volume.
Prevent the loss of floodplain storage below the established 100-year elevation.
Reduce peak flow rates in Elm, Diamond, and Rush Creeks and tributary streams to the Crow
and Mississippi and preserve conveyance capacity.
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